
Chinavasion’s New Electronic 
Skateboard – Rethink The Way You 
Travel 

Keeping up with the growing global demand for rideables, Chinavasion has 

just introduced the newest range of electric skateboards that is set to 

change the way people travel.  

What started off with the Segway has now turned into an entire industry filled with a huge 

range of motorized electric ridables, such as skateboards, roller skates and other self-balancing 

one and two wheels scooters.  

In order to keep pace with this trend and the rising demand for rideable gadgets, e-commerce 

trailblazer Chinavasion, has introduced the latest generations of Electric Skateboards that are 

lighter, faster and more efficient than all predecessors.  

As stated by Ms. Rose Li, PR manager at Chinavasion, "Lately we have seen a major increase in 

the demand for motorized electronic gadgets, especially in the US and EU markets. To meet 

these demands Chianvasion has just introduced its customers to our latest motorized gadget, 

the Maxfind Electronic Skateboard." 

Chinavasion aims to take the lead among electronic wholesalers within the rideable electronic 

market and has introduced numerous rideables throughout the past few years.  The Maxfind E-

board is the company’s latest catch and it’s set to rethink the way you travel.  

This cool rideable gadget is very similar to any regular skateboard, but unlike traditional boards 

it has two powerful 360W motors and a high capacity lithium-ion battery, that allows you to 

reach speeds and distances like never before.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Although traditional skateboarding skills 

may be difficult to gain, this E-Board is easy 

to control and provides a platform on which 

both advanced riders and beginners alike 

can enjoy countless hours’ worth of outdoor 

fun. 

Ms. Rose Li revealed that, ‘’I enjoy the 

opportunity to try out some of our latest 

fun gadgets and gizmos, and even without 

having any prior skateboarding skills I was 

able to easily control and ride this E-board.’’ 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/
https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Electronic_Gadgets/


Being easily controllable through a mini remote control, the Maxfind skateboard efficiently 

allows you to adjust your speed with just the touch of a finger.  

Additionally, for the more advanced user, the skateboard can be moved to a restriction free 

mode where it can reach speeds of up to 28 kilometers per hour, allowing this electronic 

longboard to provide consumers with a thrilling ride to any destination in next to no time.   

Besides allowing stunning speeds the Maxfind skatboard's motors provide great control, helping 

riders to slow down easily when required. The remote control can be used to reduce speed and 

quickly come to a standstill, so even new boarders can ride downhill in a safe and controlled 

manner, without needing to worry about losing control. 

Like most motorized gadgets this electric skateboard features a lightweight and compact battery. 

Packing 22000mAh, this cool electronic gadget can cover distances up to a stunning 16KM 

before running out of juice.  

Additionally, this cool motorized gadget can also be used as a regular skateboard. Ms. Li 

mentioned, "What makes the Maxfind E-Board really special is that you do not necessarily have 

to use it as an electronic skateboard, as you can also use it without its battery. Allowing you to 

cruise down the streets normally yet, when an extra push in the back is needed, its motor is 

always there to back you up".  This also means users won't be left carrying the board if the 

battery runs down, although at around 5.5Kg it’s considerably lighter than most alternative 

rideables. 

Crafted out of high quality wood and topped off with an anti-slip grip tape, this electronic 

longboard holds a design that is made to withstand all sorts of environments and terrains. Its 

large wheels allow it to be ridden over uneven surfaces without loss of balance so it can handle 

many surfaces with ease.  

Ms. Rose Li informed, "Chinavasion has already seen a great interest of its customers in similar 

products and is expecting the sales of the Maxfind skateboard to rise significantly during the 

upcoming holiday months."  

"Having this magnificent product in stock just before the holiday season allows our B2B 

customers to truly take advantage of this Chinese gadget during their domestic Christmas sales." 

Ms. Rose Li. stated.  

For those of you that want to see this electric skateboard in action can check out their video on 

the Chinavasion’s YouTube channel. 

China wholesale electronics company, Chinavasion, is a specialist in high-end Chinese electronics, 

offering wholesale prices, global express shipping, and 12 months warranty on all products.  

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Electronic_Gadgets/Cool_Gadgets/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoxHWCtiGTo
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuY2hpbmF2YXNpb24uY29tLw==

